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ABSTRACT: An extensible, object-oriented system for describing and executing active documents is discussed. An existing commercial, structured document processing system was extended with a run-time bindable object system and Lisp interpreter.

1 Introduction

Object-oriented programming paradigms are now well understood to be highly productive and to contribute to re-usable code. Extensible document processing systems, even as “simple” as Emacs (Sta81), the original and one of the most widely-used extensible editors, are known to be especially powerful. This is because they permit the entire community of users to mold the underlying editor for tasks sometimes not imagined by the software architects.

The earliest computerized document processing systems reflect an understanding that portions of documents interact with each other and with outside data, events, and programs. Even such primitive internal relations as automatic number streams, cross references, tables of contents, and indices represent document objects that must be computed by the processing system based on more or less complex relations within parts of the document.

Walker (Wal81) describes mechanisms for using Emacs as both the editor and invoicer for documents formatted by Scribe, as well as the invoicer of related documentation tools. Recently, explorations of complex document interactions have appeared from many directions. Towner (Tow88) describes documents with sufficient indirection that they support auto-updating from an external database whose form is known in advance to the software. Chamberlin, et al. (Cha88) describe a mechanism for providing external formatting modules based on properties of the document object being formatted. Amon, et al. (Arm88) report about a system that can send a mathematical object from a document to a symbol manipulation system and
reformat the returned object, so that editing a mathematical object can cause related objects to have their content changed before reformatting. Zellweger (Zel88) has built a mechanism for documents that invokes external scripts supporting such things as voice annotation.

A theme has emerged that the document pieces might be described not by what they are, but rather by what they do. That notion may best be captured by the name "active documents," a term that seems to have originated with Brian Reid during the EP-88 conference. We are unaware of any precise definition of active documents, but we take it to mean structured documents and their processors in which the objects in the documents can be acted upon by, and can themselves act upon, other objects in the document or the outside world.

This paper describes work at Interleaf, Inc. to produce an extensible, object-oriented active document processing system. In its most static state, this system corresponds to the standard commercial software. In its most dynamic state, the software provides facilities whereby third parties, including end users, can radically change the manner in which document objects behave, as well as change the user interface, the methods by which objects are treated (e.g., the pagination and composition methods), and even what kinds of objects can be regarded as part of a document. Unlike the approaches mentioned above, what we describe requires no special advance cooperation between the system architects and the document architects. Each document object can carry its own method for interacting with its environment or for computing its content or that of other document objects.

2 Objects and Methods

The Interleaf object software is a message-passing, object-oriented system built on a Lisp interpreter embedded in the distributed software. Standard class creation and inheritance mechanisms are provided (Mey88).

Lisp programs can have access to all objects in documents, ranging from characters and graphics to the higher-level objects that give them structure, such as document components and other document hierarchy elements. At a minimum, each such object responds to messages that request the object to set or report its properties. Classes can be requested to create new instances and these instances can be given properties, be linked into documents, or even have their methods changed. For example, although equation objects are externally modeled on eqn, it is possible to introduce a new class called doc-tex-equation-class whose composition methods cause an invocation not of Interleaf composition modules, but of an external TeX engine. Sub-classes that inherit the methods of the parent class can be created and can have their methods rebound or have new methods added.

What are the environments are the system designed to support during the edit mode and are external software contexts, such as the graphics environment, used to set its properties? Does the document system or sent via the invocation itself. In a similar fashion, the invocation of a further user invocation, since these example objects are long as they can be successfully or via various Lisp programs that support the Lisp programs. The dynamic behavior of the system is not any specified, and the particular choices are made by programs such as those that support such choices.

Another such event is the execution of the object contained in user system state. The object execution is of Lisp elements, and is done at compile-time.

3 Document

From its initial design, the user's point of view is determined by the system.
What are sometimes called “live” or “hot” links in personal computing environments are a simple kind of active document object that is easy to implement with the system described here. Two instances that have been demonstrated involve binding the edit method for particular kinds of graphics elements to an invocation of external software. In one case, selecting a CAD-CAM picture produced by AutoCad™ software causes AutoCad to begin running, permitting the recomputation of the graphics object. That object is then automatically updated by receiving messages to set its properties based on the AutoCad computation (e.g., as recorded on the file system or sent via interprocess communication mechanisms) and a message to redraw itself. In a similar application, selecting a table or data-driven chart object can cause the invocation of Lotus 1-2-3™. The resulting manipulations are reflected—without further user intervention—in the document object. The actors (AutoCad or 1-2-3 in these examples) do not need to run on the same host as the document processor, as long as they can communicate with the host either through the network file system or via various supported interprocess communication facilities that can be used by the Lisp programs. Such a capability is similar to that of CaminoReal (Arm88), but the dynamic bindings of Lisp make it possible to implement such capabilities without any special advance compiled-in arrangements in the document processor. The particular choice of AutoCad and Lotus is incidental. Any network-accessible programs that support compatible data interchange could be used just as easily; indeed, such choices could be made at run-time.

Another simple application supports document objects by indirectness. At various events, such as opening, printing, or display, objects can be sent messages causing them to query external data or processes to get the current state of the data from which they are produced. Several mechanisms are in place to facilitate this. In the most straightforward, the open method for a document can examine a list of document objects that require messages to be sent to them. These objects can be located by document navigation facilities described below.

We note that the above constructions are simple but powerful instances in which the object content is computed much as, say, cross references might be in traditional systems. The lack of distinction between program and data in Lisp provides the ability to have content be the result of procedure, not data. In addition, the run-time binding of Lisp eliminates the requirement that the object architecture be determined at compile-time, as is the case for other object-oriented languages such as C++.

3 Document Objects

From its initial release, Interleaf publishing software has been object-oriented from the user's point of view. However, its objects had a fixed collection of properties chosen by the system architects. For example, components have margins, default font,
leading, and similar properties; graphics objects have size and color properties, etc. Initially, this object orientation was reflected more in the user interface than in document structure.

Recently there has been further evolution of structural object orientation. By release 4.0, the current commercial release, a style sheet mechanism built on the document substrate was in place. In these style sheets, called "catalogs," master templates for components and graphics objects can contain shared content as well as form. Catalogs do not appear to be different from any other kind of document, but editing them causes corresponding changes to all associated objects in all associated documents. These associations were not programmatic but rather were based on the name space to determine object affiliation. All objects of the same name as the master object were changed when the master was changed. Geometric relationships on the desktop further restricted the scope of conflicting names in multiple masters. (An object is an instance of a master only if the corresponding catalog is in the same instance of a special container, called a "book," and if the catalog is the nearest one with that master in the geometric ordering of the documents in the book.)

There was no other class mechanism than that described above, but a mechanism was added that provided a limited way to add attributes. This was called "effectivity control" (IIs88) and permitted components to be marked with numerical or textual attributes, on whose values certain actions could be modified. For example, in an aircraft maintenance manual, a particular component could be tagged with an attribute specifying the customer for the aircraft, and a specialized document printed that contained all the common maintenance documentation plus that which applied only to the planes of that customer. This kind of structure tagging mechanism was powerful enough to support an SGML-based system compliant with the CALS requirements (Cal88).

The new document object ("doc-obj") system is built on top of a Lisp-based general object system. All the "traditional" Interleaf objects (both in the document and in the user interface) are available in this system, and new ones are easily added. The pre-existing doc-objs have a hierarchy that encompasses objects as large as a directory full of documents and as small as a marker between any two characters in a document. Individuals characters may be addressed via markers, but the characters are not full-fledged objects. However, strings may be wrapped in "inline component" objects, which can be recursively nested to provide objects with which to manipulate text, much as we provide a "group" to manipulate graphics.

Doc-objs come equipped with default methods that, in some cases, are simply Lisp invocations of the underlying C code that supported them in previous versions of the system. The inheritance mechanism permits an application to add the specific intelligence it requires. Where objects are a value or "value of the application".

A document is produced from a complex need for a number of objects, the output is defined by interest to the user, and is arranged in the navigation order.

In the structure of the document, dependencies: headings and page anchors in the code described in depth.

In the layout or structure of the page: pages contained within a container. Normally, the container is an object including rules built into the container. In the container, it is possible to modify the container layout itself.

More than one document, each containing multiple pages, may be contained within a container. The container may contain both as containers or pages. It may contain Lisp programs, Lisp messages, or the layout or the layout.

4 User Interface

Interleaf software is available on many platforms, but primarily those used by Macintosh users. Interleaf is an object-oriented document processing system which can add new objects or modify the existing ones to new objects. As the user interacts with the system, needs develop, and they need to provide tools in which they can build on the existing system, wish, or to other systems.

These requirements are, of course, much the same as the needs that are part of the user interface or the user interface. Lisp
intelligence it needs. Sub-classing document objects leverages on the fact that documents are a very general paradigm of communication.

A document is a heterogeneous collection of doc-objs. Due to the logical complexity needed to support a structured, revisable, WYSIWYG, formatted collection of objects, the traversal between doc-objs differs depending on the perspective of interest to the programmer. These perspectives are referred to by optional keywords in the navigation methods. Two important perspectives include structure and layout.

In the structure perspective, objects are related according to their logical dependencies: headings precede paragraphs, graphics are contained within the token that anchor them in the text flow. This is similar to how these kinds of structures are described in declarative markup languages like Scribe or TeX.

In the layout perspective, the relationships reflect the appearance of the printed page: pages contain columns, and columns contain lines of text or floating graphics. Normally, these objects are created and linked automatically by the composition rules built into the software. However, by giving programmers access to this information, it is possible to add composition-sensitive extensions to the editor or to the layout itself.

More than one perspective is needed because some doc-objs have meaning in multiple perspectives. For example, markers can be viewed either as being contained within a paragraph or within a line on the page; floating graphics are treated both as containers for graphics and as layout elements on a page. Thus, it is possible for Lisp programs to concern themselves as little or as much as needed with the structure or the layout, separately or in concert.

4 User Interface Configurability

Interleaf software usually provides a uniform user interface (UI) across multiple platforms, but this interface is not suitable for all users (for example, occasional MacIntosh users might prefer a more familiar ‘Mac-like’ UI). Further, since the document processing system itself is extensible, we need to allow the UI to extend to new objects. Finally, where we seek to improve the standard user interface, we need to provide experienced users with the ability to retain a familiar interface if they wish, or to otherwise tailor it to their own needs.

These requirements are met by exposing the user interface to Lisp programs in much the same way as are document objects. In fact, document objects can become part of the user interface. This permits the full power of the graphics and text editing facility already in the software to be invoked to do the graphics and text parts of the interface. Lisp permits the run-time reconfiguration of the user interface, from its
"look" (the graphical representation of its paradigms) to its "feel" (the actions it supports) to the text of its messages.

More than any other extension features described in this paper, Interleaf UI extensibility may be seen as evolutionary from earlier versions of the system. Release 3.0 provided a desktop "Create" popup menu. Adding files to the desktop Create cabinet caused these file names to be added to the menu. Selecting one of these names caused the file to be copied to form a new instantiation. Release 4.0 added a similar desktop-based extensible "Custom" menu. But files in the Custom cabinet contained Lisp programs to be executed upon selection. These programs had access to some internal state, but no access to objects within a document. Their effect was limited to interaction with the desktop and the underlying operating system, and to choosing from among fixed UI alternatives.

We next describe how Lisp programs access the user interface. The UI of any contemporary interactive document processing system may be said to have several components: the input event handlers, window managers, and display managers. At the lowest level, these are often handled by general software that is not of concern to us here. At the next level of abstraction, the user interface comprises things such as keyboard mapping and the menu system. It is these that we have opened to Lisp.

Keystrokes are mapped to Lisp actions, thus supporting an arbitrary collection of "keyboard macros" much as Emacs or many PC software products do. As with Emacs, these actions can be arbitrary procedures and potentially have access to entire documents and more.

For example, Figure 1 contains a key binding, the invocation of which "tells" the current insertion point to insert the text output of a date routine:

```
(kbd-define-key doc-kbd-map (fnc-key "F1")
  (tell (doc-point-marker) mid-insert (get-date usa-format)))
```

Figure 1: Defining a key to insert the current date

The extensibility of the menu system provides more novel possibilities. For example, property sheets can be implemented as a special case of active documents. An ordinary document with graphics looking like "buttons," "sliders" or other "widgets" can have Lisp procedures tied to the graphics objects. Selecting these objects invokes the procedure and the desired action takes place. Even dialog in such sheets can be parsed by the Lisp program.

Interrupt messages, which post a dialog box with which the user must deal before continuing, have simple access from Lisp. The corresponding objects have text properties (the message text) and a list of buttons. When a button is selected, the button object is returned to the Lisp caller, which then executes the procedure that is

mapped to the button.

Lisp is a natural language, though for practical reasons it was previously considered to be not well suited to Lisp interfaces.

We plan to use Lisp programs to create objects. Some objects are composed to Lisp procedures, while others are based interfaces that look like any of a large number of different systems.

5 Lisp Environment

With one exception, all the Lisp code and data used by the systems deals with the same Lisp code and data. The exception is that we must use all of our Lisp programs to call other Lisp programs, since the required dynamic libraries do not describe support for a specific Lisp. Thus, we can easily replace one environment with another (within limits). Interleaf, keyboard macros, and other Lisp programs can be treated like other objects.

To assist module interchangeability, a small library of in-house programs is included with each module. The principal goal of the library is to provide a standard means of manipulating C code and data. Lisp has a rich set of procedures for manipulating C code and data, but Lisp programs that manipulate C code and data can call the required dynamic libraries to perform the required actions.

Lisp programs can describe support for a specific Lisp environment, but the environment must be in a language Lisp can understand.

As with other modules, Lisp programs have dependencies among their constituent objects. These strings of objects describe and values of Lisp programs...
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mapped to that button. This procedure need not be specified at compile time, although for pre-existing dialogs the default binding is simply the C code that previously was called when the process was controlled in C (we say more about our C to Lisp interface below).

We plan ultimately to recode the entire UI using doc-objects, including graphics objects. Some of this has already been done. In release 5.0, the entire UI will be exposed to Lisp to facilitate our, or third-party, replacement of the UI with doc-obj based interfaces. This could be used to change the UI to one that behaves and looks like any of a number of popular user interface paradigms.

5 Lisp Environment

With one exception, the Lisp interpreter we implemented has no features unique to document processing environments. The exception arises from the requirement to deal with the 16-bit characters required in Interleaf documents to support large multi-language character sets. These characters are externally represented with 8-bit character sequences, but within Lisp strings they are not treated differently from 8-bit characters. Lisp symbols are restricted to 8 bits to promote portability of the interpreter (the software runs on a wide variety of platforms and operating systems, including several variants of Unix, DOS, VAX VMS, and IBM mainframe operating systems).

To assist migration from C to Lisp implementations, the Lisp system provides in-house programmers with the ability to call C from Lisp and Lisp from C. The principal goal of this arrangement is to facilitate an object-oriented interface to existing C code and data structures. Lisp programs need not distinguish between data and procedures defined in the underlying C code and those defined purely in Lisp, and thus they may be freely mixed. We do not provide arrangements whereby Lisp programs can call C code not defined at compile time because not all platforms support the required dynamic linking of the resulting executable code. However, below we describe supported interprocess communication methods that permit our system to become part of composite environments with no advance arrangements required between Interleaf and the authors of the other pieces of the environment. In such environments, Lisp code can be used to encapsulate IPC calls to external code written in any language environment.

As with many other Lisp systems, our Lisp objects have documentation strings among their properties, intended as on-line documentation for Lisp programmers. These strings form the data for an interactive inquiry system about the definitions and values of Lisp objects, classes, methods, functions, and symbols. Thus, arbitrary Lisp programs can be self-documenting.
6 Active Documents as Generalizations

CARRYING METHODS WITH THE DOCUMENT IS VERY POWERFUL. PERMITTING THESE METHODS TO BE DEFINED AT DOCUMENT EXECUTION TIME POTENTIALLY DECOUPLES THE CONSTRAINTS ON THE DOCUMENT ARCHITECTURE FROM THOSE DECREED BY THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTS, OR EVEN BY THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT ARCHITECT.

HYPERTEXT IS EASILY IMPLEMENTED ON SUCH A SUBSTRATE. LINKS ARE SIMPLY THE EXECUTION OF PROGRAMS BASED ON EVENTS, SUCH AS SELECTION, THAT CAUSE THE EDITOR TO MOVE TO OTHER OBJECTS. SINCE LISP PROGRAMS ARE DATA, IT IS STRAIGHTFORWARD TO MAKE A LINK EDITING MECHANISM THAT HAS THE EFFECT OF GENERATING (INVISIBLY TO THE USER) THOSE LINKS. INDEED, HYPERMEDIA, NOT MERELY HYPERTEXT, CAN BE SUPPORTED WITH NO FURTHER REQUIREMENTS. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE UNDERLYING ENVIRONMENT SUPPORTS VOICE I/O, OBJECTS IN A SUITABLY DESIGNED DOCUMENT CAN INVOCATE THIS MECHANISM AS DESIRED (SEE "INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION" BELOW).

THE NOTION OF AN INDEPENDENT FILTER OR OTHER DOCUMENT CONVERTION PROGRAM IS NOT INHERENTLY NECESSARY. AN ACTIVE DOCUMENT THAT CONTAINS A REFERENCE TO A DOCUMENT IN AN ALIEN FORMAT CAN CARRY WITH IT AS MUCH OR AS LITTLE AS NEEDED OF THE METHOD FOR INTERPRETING THAT FORMAT. THE USER OF SUCH A DOCUMENT NEED HAVE NO CONCERN FOR THE EXISTENCE OF CONVERSION SOFTWARE, NOR, IF THE DOCUMENT DESIGN ITSELF IS ADEQUATE, EVEN BE AWARE THAT THE OBJECT IS IN AN ALIEN FORMAT. FURTHER, AS WE DESCRIBE BELOW, THE DOCUMENT OBJECTS NEED NOT CARRY THE ACTUAL INTERPRETATION SOFTWARE. INSTEAD, THEY CAN CARRY A METHOD FOR ACCEPTING OR REQUESTING THE INTERPRETATION PROCEDURES WHEN THEY ARE NEEDED. OBJECT DOCUMENTS CAN IDENTIFY THEMSELVES AS A CERTAIN CLASS OF OBJECT FOR WHICH METHODS ARE ALREADY KNOWN.

AN OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEM WITH PROCEDURES AS DATA AND WITH RUN-TIME BINDING MAKES IT FEASIBLE TO USE A DOCUMENT PROCESSING SUBSTRATE TO SOLVE PROBLEMS FOR WHICH ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE IS UNNECESSARY ON THE PART OF THE SYSTEM DESIGNERS. INDEED, DOCUMENT ARCHITECTS CAN EVEN FREE THEMSELVES OF SOME OF THESE DETAILS BY MAKING ARRANGEMENTS TO RECEIVE THEM AT EXECUTION TIME.

7 Interprocess Communication

SOME APPLICATIONS REQUIRE A DOCUMENT TO COMMUNICATE WITH EXTERNAL PROCESSES. WE HAVE PROVIDED THREE METHODS FOR THIS. THE SIMPLEST OF THESE—FILE SYSTEM EVENT HANDLING—IS GENERALLY USEFUL ON ALL SUPPORTED PLATFORMS.

THE LISP LOAD PRIMITIVE PERMITS AN ARBITRARY ASCII FILE CONTAINING LISP TO BE READ AND INTERPRETED. READ AND WRITE PRIMITIVES PERMIT UNINTERPRETED STREAM I/O. THESE MIGHT BE DONE ON EVENTS SUCH AS OPENING OR PRINTING THE DOCUMENT, SELECTING AN OBJECT, OR ANYTHING ELSE THAT CAUSES A LISP PROCEDURE TO EXECUTE. THE MODIFICATION TIME OF A FILE (AS WELL AS ALL OTHER FILE PRIMITIVES USEFUL IN A PROGRAMMING

8 Applications

A NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS HAVE APPEARED TO BE NOTeworthy. First, the system can be used to extend the capabilities of a local live document to include facilities for remote document creation and manipulation. For example, a user on a remote processor might submit a change request to a local editor and have the change implemented in the local document. Second, LISP PROCESSING SYSTEMS

WE DESCRIBE A PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FORoutine and documentation functions. It is critical that these programs and their interfaces be written in-house by experts, rather than be supplied by the user. Since remote users are not possible with a
environment) is available, so a procedure that wished to implement an invisible update or change could do so.

When the system runs interactively, the outermost event control mechanisms examine timer objects, which can be created by a Lisp procedure with arguments detailing a timeout period, and a Lisp expression to be evaluated at the timeout. Using this mechanism, document objects can schedule their own responses to external events by creating such timers.

On platforms that support it, we have also demonstrated communication with sub-processes through their own return mechanisms and communications elsewhere on the network with TCP/IP sockets. Lisp code can use IPC to communicate with a remote process, thereby adding its intelligence to the document. In the opposite direction, a Lisp read-eval-print loop is offered as the top-level IPC protocol, allowing the active document system to be programmatically directed from the outside.

A particularly simple, but quite useful application of this mechanism is to induce the remote process to produce Encapsulated PostScript, which our underlying software knows how to display.

8 Applications

A number of interesting and important applications have been developed both in-house and externally, and we describe some of them now. Two things are especially noteworthy. First, the architecture described here supports a very broad notion of documents and even permits use of the software as both a back end (i.e., as a report generator) and a front end (i.e., as the user interface) to virtually any kind of software, such as data base, spreadsheet, CAD/CAM systems, or even on-line help for the system itself. We describe below a very powerful production quality, forms-management system written by the Amoco Corporation with Interleaf’s assistance. Second, Lisp turns out to be a language that is easily learned by non-programmers. We describe a document-based UI editor written in Lisp by a user with minimal previous programming experience, and also some smaller but interesting applications written in-house. Finally, we sketch a document-based online help system for the end user.

Forms management. The Amoco application is a combined inventory, ordering, and documentation system for handling oil exploration equipment. It is time and cost critical that these complex equipment orders are correct for a given project. Amoco could find excellent forms-generation software to support their input design, database software to verify their constraints, and publishing software to publish purchase orders and reports. But there was no way to make these pieces cooperate invisibly to the user. Since the constraints could be programmatically specified, the solution possible with active documents is to make the form itself do the constraint computa-
tion and generate the report. This system was prototyped in three weeks and is now in production use. Because much of oil exploration is cooperative, Amoco is now seeking to make the system an industry-wide solution.

**User Interfaces.** The popup menu system is a hierarchical collection of context-dependent menus that appear in response to particular mouse or key events. Access to this by Lisp programs permits each node in the tree to be represented by a Lisp object which, as always, can be either procedure or data—there being no essential difference in Lisp. It is possible, however, to know whether the Lisp object represents a method or a doc-obj, and when the selection is made (typically by releasing the mouse button), the popup system traverses the selection path back up the hierarchy until it encounters a method. That method is then applied with the selected child list as argument. For example, suppose the selection yielded the list “Create→Character→Math→∫.” In this case, the calling Lisp program would find a method only when it reached the “Create” Lisp object, and would invoke that method on a list containing “Character,” “Math,” and “∫,” resulting in the insertion of the integral sign at the current point.

It is incidental that the application of the create method is induced by a popup event. If it is also desired to have a keyboard event insert an integral sign, no different program is required, only a different invocation event. More importantly, in an active document such programs can be stored with the document objects, and these programs can be altered at run-time. Imagine this kind of program attached to a document object only a little more complex, say an entire integral expression. That program could be replaced at run-time with, for example, a program that sends the expression to a symbolic mathematics processor for symbolic integration in much the same way that the CaminoReal software might (Arm88).

An example of the utility of traditional documents as a front end can be mentioned here. Using the popup interface described above, an Interleaf quality assurance engineer constructed a simple but useful popup editor that is manipulated as an ordinary document. The user specifies a portion of the popup tree for editing simply by invoking it (in this case, pressing a mouse button and making appropriate mouse motion, but not releasing the button). Then, the user presses a keyboard function key, temporarily bound to “record-the-popup-tree.” This causes the program to construct a text representation of the current popup tree in an ordinary document. Then a special subset of editing capabilities can be used to manipulate that tree graphically to add, delete, or rearrange nodes. Finally, the Lisp program interprets the new text tree as a popup tree and re-inserts it into the running user interface. In this case, the text tree document is the active document. Its content is far less important than its interpretation as a representation of a user interface component. While this scheme is roughly limited to rearrangement of existing UI pieces, such

rearrangements but do not want to change the existing GUI.

**Miscellaneous.** Among other things, the Amoco group has developed a specialized writer—what they call a style writer—for their own internal use. One of these writers is a specialized arithmetic document writer that automatically updates another document that contains explanatory material.

A more usual application of the keyboard key normally associated with a cursor movement is given another twist. Instead of having the cursor be the component of the editor, the editor could be written in a way that allows editors to create procedures that, when invoked, set the cursor to different positions in the document. Using the program mentioned above, that examine the contents of a subset of the document, compare that subset to a stored version, and display the difference, as found in the subset, by comparing its contents to a stored version of the subset. Using security list.

**Complex Documents.** Sometimes a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet document was written to represent different views of the data that underlied the spreadsheet. In one view, the spreadsheet was a data matrix, while in others, as line drawings, of the same data. This view of a document is that objects can be rearranged, added, or deleted, or when the structure of the document is shown below,
rearrangement is a task one might want to provide to users who want some UI control but do not want to learn to program to make new paradigms. Moreover, implementing this editor in Lisp took the non-programmer about a week. (We estimate that experienced Lisp programmers could accomplish it in a few hours.) This level of productivity was possible because the editing substrate was already in place and all that was necessary was to interpret a document as a UI specification in ways that produced the UI. Finally, this example also shows the commonality between menu rearrangements and keyboard arrangements. Rearranging the popup tree is not essentially different from re-mapping keyboards.

Miscellaneous applications. Another inexperienced in-house user—a marketing writer—wrote several simple but useful programs for demonstration and personal use. One of these permits the filling in of expense forms, with appropriate minor arithmetic done by the form. In addition, filling in such a form has the side effect of updating another document that keeps running expenses and can generate an explanatory memo if the expenses go over budget.

A more utilitarian application is a primitive outline processor that rebinds the key normally bound to “create component of the same type.” If the current component is given a particular attribute, this binding instead creates an arbitrary sequence of components of types specified by its argument list. This twenty-line program was written in about fifteen minutes, using a small library of general string manipulation procedures the user had already written to deal with attribute values (see above discussion of effectivity control).

Using the same string handling facility, the user has demonstrated documents that examine the environment for the name of the user attempting to open them, then compare that name to a “security list” in another document. Depending on the data found in the security list, the document hides some or perhaps all of its sub-objects by comparing attributes in the document to security clearances the user has in the security list.

Complex content from external objects. Using a Lisp program that interprets Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet files and returns lists of cell values, a demonstration program was written that correctly maintains, in a single document, three different views of the data. The demonstration displays the manufacturing costs of a bicycle. In one view, the data are presented in a table, in another in a pie chart, and in a third as line drawings of the bicycle parts, with their sizes proportional to their costs. The objects can be told to update themselves at document open time, on a menu event, or when the spreadsheet changes. Simplified key fragments of this program are shown below, in Figure 2.
(defun import-contents-of-diagram (diagram)
  (let ((data-editor (doc-get-attr-value diagram "data-editor"))
        (data-file (doc-get-attr-value diagram "data-file"))
        (data-filter (doc-get-attr-value diagram "data-filter"))
        (cell-list cost-list))
    ;; The data editor, file name and filter name have been
    ;; read from the object. Now run the program
    ;; named by data-editor on the file named by data-file...
    (proc-wait (proc-create data-editor data-file))
    ;; External edit completed and data-file rewritten,
    ;; so parse it with function named by data-filter...
    (setq cell-list (funcall (find-symbol data-filter) data-file))
    ;; Now cell-list reflects the spreadsheet.
    ;; Get the data from the row "TOTAL:"
    (setq cost-list (make-cost-list cell-list "TOTAL:"))
    ;; Update the various doc-obj representations of data-file...
    (rebuild-chart (get-first-chart diagram) cost-list)
    (rebuild-table (get-first-table diagram) cost-list)
    (rebuild-graphic (get-first-graphic diagram) cost-list)
    (tell diagram mid:draw)) ;Redisplay revised diagram

(defun get-first-chart (diagram)
  (let ((chart (tell diagram mid:get-child :along :structure))
        (while (and chart (not (typep chart 'dg-chart'))
                   (setq chart (tell chart mid:get-next :along :structure))
                   chart))
    (defun rebuild-chart (chart cost-list)
      (let ((row 0) value)
        (while cost-list
          (setq value (cost-of-row (pop cost-list)))
          (tell chart mid:set-prop :data (list (list row 0 value)))
          (setq row (1+ row))))))

Figure 2: Lisp document object program to import a diagram

In this example, data-editor was the program name "123," data-file was "bicycle.wk3," the name of the spreadsheet file to be associated with this diagram, and data-filter was "wk3-to-list," the name of a Lisp function used to parse a Lotus wk3 file into a Lisp list. All are stored in the document as the values of the corresponding user-defined attributes of the diagram. The edit method for the diagram is bound to this program.

9 Implementation

We feel that the current implementation is adequate to document important C data structures using a document object system with Lisp.

Enabling Lisp access to documents would greatly benefit productions about the spreadsheet. We have implemented some programs that extend the current performance by enabling Excel to perform detailed access to the spreadsheet. The programs require

The problem of documents that are too long-lived or ephemeral, or both, but must be read

10 Summary

We have implemented a document object system that is powerful, high performing, and extendable. The system was designed with an application in mind, and this application is used in active participation in computing. The system is invoked as a service to other events. The system provides mechanisms that support the document object model and the application model. The system is especially suitable for applications that are expected to interact with other systems.
bound to this procedure, so that the normal process of selecting and editing it actually results in the external software being invoked, followed by an interpretation in the document of the result. In the navigation procedure get-first-chart, the keywords :along :structure in fact denote the default perspective for diagram objects and could be omitted.

9 Implementation Experiences
We feel that most of the engineering challenges we encountered were not specific to document processing systems. They included extending the definition of important C data structures such that they can be manipulated by Lisp, and making the object system work with C, with Lisp, and with combinations of C and Lisp.

Enabling programs to change the behavior of time-critical functionality without incurring interpreter-related performance penalties was an important goal. Decisions about the granularity with which to expose internal methods and objects to Lisp were driven by engineering time constraints and the requirement to maintain current performance levels. We may need to reduce this granularity (giving more detailed access) as users’ experiences give us more insight into what their Lisp programs require.

The problem most centrally related to documents is how to store Lisp data in documents that survives editing sessions. Because some of our document objects are ephemeral, only living at document edit time, the associated Lisp cannot be saved, but must be regenerated at load time.

10 Summary
We have implemented a runtime-extensible, object-oriented system for describing and executing active documents. This system sits on a substrate comprising a powerful, high performance, structured document editor and an open object architecture with an application programming interface with sufficient power to permit easy participation in cooperative software environments. The programming interface can be invoked as a side-effect of opening a document or selecting an object or almost any other event. The object-orientation facilitates application programming in which mechanisms are hidden from end users, who need only know what the objects are—the application takes care of what they do. Because document construction, editing, and interpretation are, first of all, symbol manipulation problems, Lisp is an especially suitable language for rapid, powerful implementation of a wide range of facilities.
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